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M

4  T4 MEMORANDUM

Date: February 18, 2019

To: Geoff Fruin, City Manager

From: Anne Russett, Senior Planner

Re: 400 Block of N. Clinton Street

At the Historic Preservation Commission' s meeting on Thursday, January 9, the

Commission discussed the 400 Block of N. Clinton Street. At the meeting, staff asked if
the Commission was open to considering the redevelopment of 400 N. Clinton Street and
112 E. Davenport Street in exchange for the local landmark designation of 410-412 N. 

Clinton Street. A summary of the Commission' s thoughts on this item are as follows: 

Expressed concern that historic properties are being held hostage and that the
history of the community is being leveraged for private gain. 
Ideally 400 N. Clinton Street would also be saved; however, the Commission
wants to work with the developer to achieve an Iowa City Landmark Designation
for 410-412 N. Clinton Street. 

Stated that the proposed design ( included in Attachment 1) is out of character

with the existing neighborhood. There is an interest in exploring the
recommendations regarding changes to the design proposed by Friends of
Historic Preservation ( see their comments below). 

Expressed a need to explore the rehabilitation of the historic structure as part of

the local landmark designation. 

Recommended transparency in the process in terms of public benefits vs. private
gains. Concerned that certain features of the built environment, such as height, 

are easily agreed to without much thought to the impacts on the community. 
Expressed an interest in exploring a more comprehensive solution. The
Commission would like to see a city-wide policy framework established ( e. g. 
transfer of development rights) rather than negotiate these situations on case- by- 
case basis. 

In addition, a representative of Friends of Historic Preservation attended the meeting. 
Their comments are as follows: 

The house at 410-412 N. Clinton Street is too important not to try to landmark. 
Expressed concern that the height and scale of the building, as designed, is out
of character with the neighborhood. Recommended removing the

6th

story, but
allowing the

5th

story to be built without a stepback. 
Recommended that the gabled roof be replaced with a flat roof to help reduce the
perceived scale of the building. 
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Despite the many concerns raised by the Commission, the main takeaway from the
discussion was an interest in exploring solutions that will result in the local landmark
designation of 410-412 N. Clinton Street. 

Attachments: 
1. Memo to the Historic Preservation Commission, January 9, 2019
2. Preliminary HPC Minutes from the January 9, 2019 meeting
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4  T4 MEMORANDUM

Date: January 9, 2019

To: Historic Preservation Commission

From: Anne Russett, Senior Planner

Re: 400 Block of N. Clinton Street

Background Information

In early 2019, the City Council considered an Iowa City Historic Landmark rezoning for
the properties at 410-412 N. Clinton Street (Figure 1). This historic landmark designation

was initiated by the Historic Preservation Commission after a sub -committee of the
Commission studied and identified several of Iowa City' s early brick houses for local
landmark designation. The property at 410 N. Clinton Street, the Cochrane-Sharpless- 
Dennis House, was identified as a priority property. Attached is the staff memo to the
Historic Preservation from December 2017 that outlines the significance of the property. 
Prior to the City Council' s consideration of this rezoning, both the Historic Preservation
Commission and the Planning and Zoning Commission recommended approval. While a
majority of the City Council supported the designation, the vote ultimately failed as a
supermajority was required, but not reached. 

Figure 1. 410-412 N. Clinton Street
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After the failed vote at Council, City staff reached out to the property owner to explore
possible scenarios that could result in a voluntary local historic landmark designation. 
Through discussions, the property owner of 410-412 N. Clinton Street mentioned the
possibility of acquiring two properties immediately to the south — 400 N. Clinton Street
and 112 E. Davenport Street ( Figure 2). Assuming acquisition of these properties, the
property owner was open to exploring a scenario in which the City would grant extra
development potential on those lots in exchange for the local landmark designation of

410-412 N. Clinton Street. The additional development potential would include a rezoning
of 400 N. Clinton Street and 112 E. Davenport Street to the Planned High Density Multi - 
Family Residential ( PRM) zone and potential text amendments to the PRM zone bonus
provisions, which offer regulatory incentives for projects that provide public benefits. The
properties are currently zoned High Density Multi -Family Residential ( RM -44). 

Figure 2. 400 N. Clinton Street & 112 E. Davenport Street

Prior to exploring this option with the property owner, staff presented this option at a City
Council work session in March 2019. During this work session the City Council expressed
a willingness to consider a rezoning and text amendments to allow a 4 -story structure
similar in height to Currier Hall, which is located across the street, with a high level of
design review and historic preservation review to ensure compatible infill development. 

Friends of Historic Preservation also reached out to staff regarding the item on the
Council' s work session. Staff's understanding of the Friends of Historic Preservation
position is as follows: 
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They are displeased with the prospect of demolishing 400 N. Clinton Street; 

however, it is a tradeoff they are willing to consider to preserve 410 N. Clinton
Street if an agreement includes some provisions for: 

o Ensuring that the rehabilitation/ restoration of 410 N. Clinton Street is part of
any agreement. 

o Ensuring that the rehabilitation/ restoration of 410 N. Clinton Street is done
in compliance with the Secretary of Interior Standards on the exterior. 

o Ensuring that the new use is a compatible use. 
o There is design review from City preservation staff and the Historic

Preservation Commission of the 410 N. Clinton Street restoration work. 
o There is some discussion of listing in the National Register of Historic

Places and historic preservation tax credits. 
o There is design review of the new building, which may include input from

the Historic Preservation Commission. 
o Salvage is considered as part of any demolition. 

One item that staff would like to add to this list of suggestions is photo documentation of
400 N. Clinton Street should it be demolished. 

After the City Council work session and the Council' s willingness to consider a proposal, 
staff reached out to the property owner. Attached are the most recent plans received for
the redevelopment of 400 N. Clinton Street and 112 E. Davenport Street. The plans show

a 6 -story, block -scale building with a total of 30 dwelling units. Twenty-one underground
parking spaces are shown on the plans, which are accessed via a drive behind 410-412
N. Clinton Street off of the east -west alley. 

Input From the Commission

At the Commission' s January 9 meeting, staff would like the Commission' s input. 

Specifically, staff would like the Commission to discuss the following questions: 
1. Would the Commission be open to considering the redevelopment of 400 N. 

Clinton Street and 112 E. Davenport Street in exchange for the local landmark

designation of 410-412 N. Clinton Street? Why or why not? 

2. If the Commission is open to pursuing this, what aspects of the landmark rezoning
or the redevelopment should be considered? 

Next Steps

After receiving input from the Historic Preservation Commission, staff will share the

comments received and the plans for the redevelopment of 400 N. Clinton Street and 112

E. Davenport Street with the City Council for their discussion and input. 

Attachments: 
1. Memo to the Historic Preservation

December 7, 2017
2. Plans for the redevelopment of 400 N. 

November 2019

Commission on 410 N. Clinton Street, 

Clinton Street and 112 E. Davenport Street, 
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Date: December 7, 2017

To: Historic Preservation Commission

From: Jessica Bristow, Historic Preservation Planner

Re: 410 North Clinton Street

A sub-committee of the Commission did a study and identified several of Iowa City' s early brick
houses as priorities for local landmark designation. The subcommittee requests that the

property at 410 N. Clinton Street, the Cochrane- Sharp less-Dennis House, be designated as an
Iowa City Historic Landmark. The enclosed Iowa Site Inventory Form provides a discussion of
the building' s history and architecture and the enclosed summary sheet provides additional
information obtained through staff and Commission research. Indications are that the building
was built in 1865. 

Designation of the property as an Iowa City Historic Landmark will require Commission approval
of any significant changes to the exterior of the building. Landmark status will also make the

property eligible for special exceptions that would allow the Board of Adjustment to waive or
modify certain zoning requirements. 

The Commission should determine if the property meets at least one of the criteria for local
designation listed below: 

a. Significant to American and/or Iowa City history, architecture, archaeology and
culture; 

b. Possesses integrity of location, design, setting, materials and workmanship; 
c. Associated with events that have made a significant contribution to the broad

patterns of our history; 

d. Associated with the lives of persons significant in our past; 

e. Embodies the distinctive characteristics of a type, period, or method of construction; 
or represents the work of a master; or possesses high artistic values; or represents a

significant and distinguishable entity whose components may lack individual
distinction; 

f. Has yielded or may likely yield information important in prehistory or history. 

Staff finds that 410 N. Clinton Street meets criteria a in that it is one of Iowa City's few remaining
Civil War -era homes and criteria b in that it is an intact example of Italianate residential

architecture in Iowa City that is not diminished by the addition because it is located behind the
house. Staff finds that it meets criteria c in that it is located in an early residential area
associated with the university and the western edge of the northside neighborhood in this early
period. The house meets criteria d because of its association with active prominent members of

the Iowa City community especially Cochrane and Sharpless. 

Recommended Motion: 

Move to approve the designation of 410 N. Clinton Street as an Iowa City Historic Landmark
based on the following criteria for local designation: criteria a, b, c, and d. 



Cochrane-Sharpless- Dennis House

410 North Clinton

410 North Clinton Street, built in 1865, is a two-story brick Italianate with a low -sloped
side gabled roof. Unlike typical Italianate houses where the brackets are part of an elaborate
cornice in this house the simple cornice is supported on paired brackets. The full -width front

porch has paired columns and decorative brackets composed of carved -curling tendrils similar
to the cornice brackets. The symmetrical facade includes a classically detailed center entry with
narrow sidelights and transom with deeply recessed trim. Floor -to -ceiling 4 -over -6 double hung
windows are symmetrically placed on the first floor. The second floor windows have heavy stone
sills and lintels. The central window is 4 -over -6 like the first floor windows and the windows on
each side are smaller 4-over4. The front fagade also has original shutters. 

Dr. Milton B. Cochrane settled in Iowa City in 1854. He was a surgeon in the 1st Iowa
Cavalry and then promoted to the corps of surgeons of the United States Volunteers during the
Civil War. He was a member of the State Historical Society from 1857 until his death in 1898. In
1859-60 He was a member of the Iowa City School Board. After the war he was appointed the
first Superintendent of the Soldiers' Orphans Home at Davenport until he resigned in 1867. In
the early 1880s he was appointed surgeon of an Indian Agency in Wisconsin. 

Samuel Sharpless and his wife Priscilla Crain owned this property from 1867 until at least
1915 when Priscilla died in the home. Sharpless was a director of the Johnson County Savings
Bank, supervisor of various farming industries and a member of the Iowa City Council. In
1917 Edwin E. Dennis and his wife Anna Tantlinger bought the house and passed it on to their
daughter Gertrude Dennis in 1936. Gertrude taught music, was an active Presbyterian, and
served as part of the local Art Circle. She owned the house until 1965. 

412 North Clinton is significant for its architecture and association with prominent citizens of
Iowa City. 



Cochrane-sharpless- Dennis House

410 North Clinton
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Roll / Frame? 0 / 7 _ 
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Property Characteriak Vorm • Revidendal
CFe! 2354402 Survey IDNumber 52- 010- D041
8/ 23/ 89 Database ID Number
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D;xcnption: ( if Rural) Township Range Section Quarter of Quiz <ger
of

Lotion Integriq-, Original Site , Moved Moved to Original Site

Endangen d? ,,Ior Y o yes, Uhy? 

Ground Plan: n. Build Shapes) Ell w addition b. width
T -s. by D oplh _ .... in uWu

Architectural Style/Styhstic I dwaces Y-sy Stylistic Adntdes Code
Late Victorian: Italianate Bracketed eaves, transan & a delights 42

tall slender windows
412 410 412

Mist=rials: Foundation Stone Poured concrete 40 100
1it dk Brick Brick .._ _— --- 30 30
Roof Vital t 50 80

Nun* cr of Stories 2 3

Rauf Shape Gable - ygry low 2itch Z Gable 1 1

Builder(s) ur kwgn _ __ Architect(s) tri

ridginal Construction Date 1$65 Modification/Addition Data: 

9 uni.c aFartmmt- b i.ldi ng added to rear in 1993
blot,- double end chinmys, oricinal exterior shutters ar*.d original porch. 

continrilign Shm riti

Significant Interior Components: 

All original e:.cept for baths and kitchen

Continuation 5b F I

Surveyor Comments: 

112 is very old v7ith Italianate detailingw ( brackets, 1ang Lrindicrrsr etc.) 
410 is apartment building attached to rear of 412. 

Brick built for M. B. Cochran iri 1865 ( from real estate apprai (Ment records.) 

Sources: Sanborn Fire Insurance fps: 188$, 1892, 1899, 1906, 1912, 1920, 1926, 1933. 

Keyes pp 59- 60
information provided by present owrer
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IOWA SITE INVENTORY FORM

EVALUATION SHEET

ADDRESS: 410- 412 North Clinton SURVEY ID # 52- 010—DO41

Iowa City, IA

REVIEWED BY: Molly Myers Naumann, Consultant DATE: February 1996

ARCHITECTURAL SIGNIFICANCE & ASSOCIATED CONTEXTS: 

Dubuque/ Linn Street Corridor: 1839—c. 1946

APPLICABLE NRHP CRITERIA: AB _ C _ X_ D
NRHP ELIGIBILITY: INDIVIDUAL_ YES _ X_ NO _ 
CONSERVATION DISTRICT: CONTRIBUTING X NON—CONTRIBUTING

This two story brick residence from c, 1865 is a good example of Italianate residential design. The

house is rectangular with a small two story wing to the rear. It features a symmetrical three bay
facade, the entry having both transom and sidelights. On the first floor two marrow floor—length
windows are paired on each side of the entrance. At the second floor level the windows appear as
pairs, but without space between them. Both sills and lintels are of stone. Paired. Italianate
brackets are located at the cornice. The original end chmneys and exterior shutters are in place. 
The frontporch extends across the entire facade and features slender paired posts.; square in shape
with chamfered corners. Delicate scroll brackets top each of the porch posts. The pitch of the

gable roof is unusually low, one indication of a fairly early date. Although a multi—unit apartment

building has been attached to this house at the rear, the integrity of the original structure remains
quite high. It is considered to be individually eligible as a good example of its period and style, and
is considered to a be a strong contributing structure in the Clinton Street Conservation District, 

HISTORICAL SIGNIFICANCE & ASSOCIATED CONTEXTS: 

Dubuque/ Linn Street Corridor; 1839—c. 1946

APPLICABLE NRHP CRITERIA: A X B_ C_ D_ 

NRHP ELIGIBILITY: INDIVIDUAL YES _ X_ NO _ 

CONSERVATION DISTRICT: CONTRIBUTING X NON—CONTRIBUTING

The Cochrane—Dennis House from c. 1865 illustrates the development of the north part of Iowa City
in the years following the removal of the state capital to Des Moines. The location of the State

University of Iowa here in 1855, and the arrival of the railroad in 1856; ensured the continued
growth of the former seat of state government. The Cochrane—Dennis House and the Dey House
across the street at 507 North Clinton appear to be the last remaining examples of early residential
design in this neighborhood. Both are good examples of the Italianate style and both have been well
maintained. They demonstrate the use of mass—produced building materials that became available
with the arrival of the railroad. The university was housed in the Old Capitol and two other
buildings located on what is know known as the Pentacrest. The area to the north was a logical

location for both faculty and students to five. Clinton Street appears to have always been the

western edge of the so—called North Side Neighborhood, and even from the earliest days may have
been considered to be separate. The Cochrane --Dennis House is considered to be individually eligible
and is also a solid contributing structure in the proposed conservation district. 

PREPARED BY: Molly Myers Naumann, Consultant
ADDRESS: 167 W. Alta Vista, Ottumwa, IA 52501

AFFILIATION: Iowa City Historic Preservation Commission
ADDRESS: 401 E. Washington, Iowa City, IA 52240

PHONE: ( 515) 682- 2743

DATE: February 19C-6

PHONE: ( 319) 356- 5243
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Bristow explained 430 North Van Buren is noncontributing to its district because of synthetic
siding. Its metal roof will be replaced with a new metal roof. 

331 South Summit Street — Summit Street Historic District (roof shingle replacement and other

repairs). 

Bristow said 331 South Summit Street is doing numerous projects. Roof shingles are being
replaced, as well as soffits. This house is also covered in synthetic siding, but some of the
deteriorated wood, caused by trapped moisture, will be replaced. 

Minor Review — Staff Review. 

529 Church Street — Goosetown/ H orace Mann Conservation District (basement window

replacement). 

All the basement windows, which are 100% below grade, are being replaced with new vinyl
windows that otherwise match. 

DISCUSSION OF THE 400 BLOCK OF NORTH CLINTON STREET. 

Anne Russett presented a few slides and provided some context and background on this item. 

She reminded the Commission that the historic landmark designation of 410/412 North Clinton

Street failed to get approval at the City Council level. 

Russett shared aerial imagery of the project area showing 410/412 at the north end. South of
this is 400 North Clinton and to the east is 112 East Davenport Street. 

After the failed vote at the Council level, Staff reached out to the property owner to see if there
was any way they would voluntarily designate the 410/412 structure. The property owner
mentioned there was a possibility of acquiring 400 North Clinton and 112 East Davenport, and
that he was open to exploring a scenario where they would get increased development potential
for redeveloping 400 North Clinton Street and 112 East Davenport Street in exchange for the
Local Landmark designation of 410/412 North Clinton Street. 

Russett said this was presented to City Council at a work session several months ago just to get
a feel for how the Council felt about this. She provided the comments received to date, both

from the Council and from Friends of Historic Preservation. 

The City Council was interested in exploring this option if it was a four-story structure or
something like Currier Hall, which is across the street. They wanted to ensure compatible infill
development and a high level of design review. Comments were also received from Friends of

Historic Preservation. Friends had concerns related to the demolition of 400 North Clinton

Street, but they were willing to consider redevelopment in order to preserve 410/412 North
Clinton Street if certain provisions were agreed to. Those are listed here: Rehab of the 410

North Clinton Street building if it followed the Secretary of Interior standards; ensuring a
compatible use; design review on the rehab work by the Historic Preservation Planner and the
HPC. There was some discussion of listing it in the National Register and tax credits, and
potentially design review of the new building by the HPC, as well as salvage of any demolition. 

Staff would like to add photo documentation. 
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Russett continued, stating after receiving the go-ahead from Council to explore this, Staff
reached back out to the property owner. Designs have been received and were included in the
agenda packet. This is the site plan they submitted. The new building, encompassing 400 North
Clinton Street and 112 East Davenport, would be accessed off the east -west alley. There are
about 30 units total ( 70 bedrooms) and 20 underground parking spaces. It is a six -story building. 

Russett said 400 North Clinton Street was built in 1890. It is a former sorority house. 112 East
Davenport Street was built between 1912 and 1920 with stucco cladding. Currier Hall is across
the street from 400 North Clinton. 

Russett asked if the Commission was interested in considering redevelopment of 400 North
Clinton Street and 112 East Davenport Street in exchange for the Local Landmark designation

of 410/412 North Clinton Street, and why or why not. She said comments received would be
summarized and shared with City Council at a future work session. 

Boyd opened a period of public comment

Ginalie Swaim, President of the Board of Directors of Friends of Historic Preservation, said

Friends is not happy that 400 North Clinton might get torn down, but saw that appropriate
development of the corner lot, as well as 112 Davenport, would be one avenue to landmarking
the 1865 house, and they believed it was quite important to do so. She thanked the developer
and City Staff for exploring solutions that could lead to that landmarking and appreciated being
asked for input about the project. 

Swaim noted the plans show a six -story building, which is out of step with surrounding
properties. She said the scale is too large and a six -story building in a place with largely two- 
story buildings doesn' t work. She acknowledged Currier Hall is a good four stories. 

Swaim presented the following recommendations from Friends of Historic Preservation: 
Recommendations for more appropriate scale and that the sixth floor be removed. On the plans

the fifth floor is set back. Friends recommend it be extended to the full width of the first four

floors to alleviate the reduction in bedrooms created by removing the sixth floor. They
recommend the massive gabled roof be removed and replaced with a flat or very low-pitched
roof. While it does have dormers like Currier Hall and other buildings in the area, Swaim said it

becomes enormous when put on a six -story building. She believed these modifications could go
very far in bringing down the visual scale and actual mass of the building. 

Robert Michael, attorney for the developer, said his clients are willing to allow for the landmark
designation that was sought last year on the property but, to do that, and to make the project
financially feasible by keeping 410/412 the way it is, to then purchase the additional real estate
to the south and develop it, they need the design to be similar to what it is right now. He said it
would not be financially feasible if it isn' t like that. 

Michael said they tried to make it similar to Currier Hall across the street, which sits up a little bit
higher and has dormers. He said it would be a benefit to the City to be able to keep the structure
at 410/412, which is sought to be designated as historic. The City will not have to pay any
money to move the structure in order to save it. He said his clients are not asking for any
incentives to construct the building on the corner. 
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DeGraw asked how different it would be to take it down one level then flesh out the footprint of

the fifth level to make it like the fourth floor. She wondered if they would end up with the same
kind of apartments and bedrooms. 

Michael said they would have to look at it to see if it would be possible, but the number of units
and bedrooms calculated in the current design were what's needed to make it work. 

Kuenzli said it wasn' t just a question of height, but also the scale. She said it would take up a
whole block and would not enhance the neighborhood or the City. She believed even five
stories would be too high and that four stories should be the maximum. 

Kuenzli said development swaps implemented around town have been visually unsatisfactory, 
with the remaining building dwarfed by the structure built behind or around it. She cited the
Unitarian Church and Tate -Arms as examples. She said there must be a better design solution. 

Kuenzli believed 400 North Clinton had been somewhat neglected, but had intrinsic style and

enhanced the block, whereas the structure proposed does not fit with the surroundings of the

other houses on the block at all. She said she was conflicted because 410/412 is an important

and beautiful structure, but it will be diminished by the current proposal. She wished there was a
way to save 400 North Clinton Street, but she couldn' t make a big argument for 112 Davenport
Street. She wanted the Civil War structure maintained but does not want to see it dwarfed and

made irrelevant -looking next to the block -long, massive structure that is proposed. 

Clore asked why there was no discussion about the rehabilitation of 410/412. 

Michael said there would not be any rehabilitation. If the historic designation overlay was put in
place, they would follow the rules, maintain it, whatever is required of them, but there is no
proposed rehabilitation by the owners. He said his clients are responding to a request by Staff to
save 410/412 North Clinton. This was their response. 

Clore said her question was based off the point raised by Friends of Historic Preservation when
they said one of the points was ensuring that the rehabilitation and restoration of 410/412 North
Clinton is done in compliance with the Secretary of Interior Standards. 

Michael said that was never brought up by his client and never agreed to by his client. 

Bristow printed out comments from Commissioner Wu so they could be part of the discussion. 

Agran brought up Washington Street, when the row of buildings went in south of where New
Pioneer is, where that little line of houses was. In response to that project, the City amended
plans to account for a more sympathetic transition between downtown and residential

neighborhoods. 

Boyd believed it was form -based code. 

Russett said there is the East Side Mixed Use District, which is part of the City's form -based
code, but it is south on College. 

Agran believed that was enacted in response to development that happened on Washington

Street. He said it happened in a reactionary way to a project that went through, community
reaction to that scale shift. Agran said he was trying to draw a line between an earlier instance
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of this, where the City reacted to a project exactly like this, and said that actually didn' t work
very well in terms of the transition between downtown and the University and the neighborhood, 
so the City made an adjustment to the code on College to prevent that. 

Boyd asked if the Clinton properties being discussed were zoned RM -44, which Russett
confirmed. With current zoning, he asked what could be built on that spot. 

Russett said they could develop an apartment building. The maximum height is 35 feet in RM - 
44, so it would not be as tall, but it would have that same scale that was mentioned earlier. 

Boyd noted there are apartment buildings built on the Dubuque side of that block, presumed

also to be zoned RM -44, that are big in terms of scale. At 35 feet, he asked how many stories
that would be. 

Russett replied three stories. 

Boyd asked, if developing the whole property, how many units would there be. 

Russett wasn' t certain but said it could be calculated and provided to the Commission. 

Boyd said 410/412 has units existing that will remain. He said he was trying to figure out in

equity, what is the net loss of not being able to produce on 410/412. 

Bristow said when this was originally coming up as a landmark, a study was done, just on the
410/412 lot, and that study basically said if you took down 410/412 as they were, you could
build a building that could have about 25 units, 700 -square -feet or so max size, one -bedroom. If
you then were to keep the old part and take down the apartment building addition to it, and just
redevelop that half of the lot to its maximum, between that new addition and the existing house

you could have 24 units, so basically one less unit if you kept the historic house and
redeveloped the back half of the lot fully. 

DeGraw suggested the dormer style architecture be removed and replaced with something that
would look nice for the entire building and save some costs by not having the dormers. 

Kuenzli asked if there was anything in City code of regulations to prevent this kind of overscale
structure next to a two-story, 

19th

Century home. 

Russett explained that current code would not allow a six -story building. It would allow up to 35
feet, but you could do an apartment style, multifamily building. 

Russett wanted to know if the Commission was comfortable with allowing more development
potential on 400 North Clinton Street and 112 East Davenport Street in exchange for that local

landmark designation at 410/412. 

DeGraw said she was not comfortable with any of the options but was open to considering it. 

Kuenzli asked why they couldn' t apply the benefit on some other property where the effect
would be less dramatic on the remaining historic structure. 

Russett said they could ask the property owner about that. 
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Agran said when the Council voted against the original landmarking the argument was about
property rights. He said now that's being paid for, because the history of the community is now
being leveraged for private gain. He viewed this as an equal -opposite kind of argument and
would ask that those Council members who voted against it think about the principle their

statement represents about the values they have for the community itself and where do private
property owners deserve to gain. 

Agran said he would be open to reconsider development. He said a lot of the property
developers in town are asking for predictability in terms of City Staff and the direction from
Council, like that form -based code on College Street that was reactionary to something we
decided was not in line with our values as a community in the format of the built environment. 
He said the asset is too valuable to not work on it, but it requires direction from Council to City
Staff to develop a form -based code, so this situation does not come up again. When an
exception to the zoning is requested, we are acknowledging as a community we are doing
something we have agreed collectively through public process is not appropriate for this area. 

Agran said he does want to save the building but thinks it should happen in conjunction with
something that protects this kind of leveraging of private property. He also was in favor of the
suggestions from Friends of Historic Preservation. 

Clore agreed with Agran but said there should be some commitment to the landmarked building, 
as well. 

Pitzen also agreed with Agran. 

Clore added that, if form -based zoning could not be pursued, maybe there does need to be
consideration of some bonus rights to the developer that they could carry to another building in
another area. 

Kuenzli said she felt preservation was being held hostage to bad design for private gain in this
issue. If the developer is willing to make some concessions, such as those that Agran and Clore
described, she could say yes. She believed the proposal ruins the block, it ruins the house next
to it, it does nothing for the City, it just lets the developer build another block -long structure that
everyone looks at and says how do people allow that to happen. 

Boyd said he was open to the redevelopment. He wanted to echo the Friends' suggestions, as

well. He said with the last Council, there was a very rapid discussion of Transfer of
Development Rights under a very tight timeline because there was a specific need. 

Boyd believed the Commission, with some direction from the current Council, needs to think of a

broader policy to address these issues so people who are purchasing potentially landmarked
properties have a sense of what it is and the community has a sense of what that is, too, and

properties are not being looked at in a one- on- one way. 

Agran wanted to emphasize that the direction to Council should be to work on this. He said

what' s in motion is in motion, but there should be a compromise. He also asked that Council

look at other things in code that should reflect on community values, such as a requirement for a
certain amount of affordable housing in a district. 
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Michael responded to a couple comments about transferring development rights somewhere
else. He said they tried that the first time and got nowhere, so believed it would not work. 

Boyd said his interest was to get the Council to think more holistically about what that would
look like, not specifically for this property. 

Agran noted the proposal said it was not financially feasible to do it in any other way. He wanted
to know all the net gains and losses. He said the City was going to give away something very
transparent publicly, which is height and density, and he would want equal transparency with
what the financial feasibility looks like for multiple different scenarios. Having that be part of the
public presentation in Council would be nice instead of just the opacity around that phrase. 

DISCUSSION OF HISTORIC PRESERVATION PLAN PRIORITIES AND ANNUAL WORK

PROGRAM. 

Bristow said the draft work plan was complete and needed approval so it could go into the

Commission' s annual report to the state next month. The work plan is also sent to the City
Manager and City Council so they know what the Commission has done and have planned to
do. 

Since the last meeting where the work plan was discussed, Bristow did add in a high priority to
update all maps in the guidelines. Properties are considered as they exist on the currently
approved map. 

Bristow reminded the Commission the subcommittee for the preservation awards will need to

meet to determine winners in late February so the Commission can vote to approve the winners
in March. Now is the time to identify nominees. 

Bristow noted the Commission has two empty spots in districts and three terms will be up this
summer — Agran, Boyd, and DeGraw. East College and Woodlawn, both tiny districts, are
vacant. She suggested adding Commissioner recruitment into the work plan. 

Agran gave notice that he will probably step down from his position before summer and
encouraged Commissioners to think of a possible replacement from the Northside Historic

District. 

Kuenzli asked if reconsideration of Transfer of Development Rights was within the

Commission' s purview or if it was strictly City Council business. She said it' s not just a question
of allowing things that the zoning code doesn' t allow, it' s a question of allowing things our
handbook doesn' t allow. The entire historic district needs to be considered. 

Bristow said it involves a lot of City Staff. She and Boyd said the Commission could always
decide to discuss a matter, vote, and make a recommendation to Council at any meeting on
anything. 

Boyd suggested the Commission pass the work plan as -is and it could be amended in a future

meeting. 

MOTION: Agran moved to approve the Historic Preservation annual work plan, including
recruitment of new Commissioners. Kuenzli seconded the motion. The motion carried on

a vote of 7- 0. 


